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L2 exercises
Context-free, 

understandable, 
level-appropriate

Appropriate
https://spraakbanken.gu.se/larkalabb/infl-mc



Context-free, 
understandable, 
level-appropriate

Appropriate

https://spraakbanken.gu.se/larkalabb/liwrix
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Error data
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Error data



https://spraakbanken.gu.se/larkalabb/texteval

Resources



Linguistic insights
based on data 

modeling



http://www.englishprofile.org/wordlists/text-inspector
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Tobias Horsmann
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Example: VIEW

• Corpora creation costs both in time and money, but:

• Well-documented, representative, reliably annotated and available corpora
are used far beyond their initial research purpose
• Penn TreeBank (Marcus et al., 1993; cited 6813 times), is still used for research (e.g. Pawar, A., & 

Mago, V., 2018)

• ICLE (Granger, 1998; cited 358 times) à modern research (e.g. Möller, 2017)

• Whereas tools trained on corpora get outdated as research makes progress

è



Data
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Essay corpus, SweLL-corpus, creation and SweLL-based publications

Curios “time & effort” fact:
Data vs experiments
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Lifetime of corpora vs tools

• Corpora creation costs both in time and money, but:

• Well-documented, representative, reliably annotated and available corpora
are used far beyond their initial research purpose
• Penn TreeBank (Marcus et al., 1993; cited 6813 times), is still used for research (e.g. Pawar, A., & 

Mago, V., 2018)
• ICLE (Granger, 1998; cited 358 times) à modern research (e.g. Möller, 2017)

• Whereas tools trained on corpora get outdated as research makes progress

è



Tools decay, data stay



Annotation of data



Annotation…

• …is now the place where linguistics hides in NLP (Fort, 2016)
• Parts of speech
• Base forms of the words (lemmas)
• Syntactic and semantic information
• …

Karën Fort. 2016. Collaborative Annotation for Reliable Natural Langugage Processing. Wiley.



Annotation…

• …can ”hide” other disciplines than linguistics
• (e.g. so called) Error annotation 
• Target skills
• Receptive vs productive skills
• Level of proficiency in a (second/foreign) language
• Text genres
• …



Annotation…

• Manually by experts
• Automatically (based on previously manually annotated data)
• Through crowdsourcing, i.e. by non-experts



Reliability of tools & algorithms
teacher attitudes



Common ”beginner” pitfalls
when developing ICALL applications



Lesson 1

● Do not underestimate the time it takes to collect and prepare 
data
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Time-effect ratio consequences

● Researchers skip compiling own data
→ use what is available
→ in the end often targeting English



Lesson 2

● Take time to study legal regulations, not to waste previously collected data
→ There are loopholes, but not without information loss
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Different worlds?
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L2 teachers vs NLP researchers
or do we really work interdisciplinary?

● Terminology (e.g. corpora & annotation vs genre pedagogy & processability theory)
● Example: normalization
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Two views

● Teachers
→ want control
→  keep to fixed pra
→  want 100% corre

→ sceptic about aut
solutions

● NLP researchers
→  want to automatize
→  want to revolutionize
→  work within reasonable

margins
→ enthusiastic about

automatic solutions
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Meeting half-way?

● Educational Testing Service (ETS)

→ from Criterion/e-rater to Language Muse (20 years)
→ http://languagemuse.10clouds.com/

● WERTI/VIEW
→ no automatic pre-selection of exercise text



Lesson 3

● Take time to study what makes L2 researchers & L2 teachers  
“tick”, and vice versa

● Be ready to compromise → on both sides
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Application life cycle



Recent example



Lesson 4 
more of an insight

● (Most?) ICALL research remains within ICALLers' “comfortable zone”, 
i.e. on their desks; at the best goes into a prototype

● Researchers can at most develop prototypes as a “proof-of-concept”, 
but cannot maintain full-scale applications

● There is a need for a new type of funding, the one that would bring 
research findings to end-users  



MWEs and crowdsourcing workshop

• https://spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/wg1-dec18-gbg

• Analysis of the experiment results
• Assessment – can crowdsourcing be used for language learning resources and 

materials? 
• Who should be the crowd?
• How many are a crowd? 
• Is it possible to set up a multi-lingual experiment?
• Etc-etc

https://spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/wg1-dec18-gbg


Lesson X...
...to be continued

● …
● ...



During the workshop…

Multi-Word / Lexeme
Expressions / Units

PracticalTheoretical

L2 applicability Teacher motivation

Cross-cultural TechnicalCrowdsourcing



Motivation for this hands-on meeting

• Crowdsourcing for language learning
• Assessing the quality of text questions (Chinkina & Meurers, 2017)
• Feedbook (Ramon Ziai, Bjoern Rudzewitz, Kordula De Kuthy, Florian Nuxoll & Detmar Meurers, 2018)
• DuoLingo (Settles,  Brust,  Gustafson, Hagiwara & Madnani, 2018)
• …  
• but --> not much to go, in fact, to validate crowdsourcing for LL 

• We need to have a proof-of-concept that
• crowdsourcing is valid for annotating/creating language learning data



Conclusions about MWE experiment

• Together during the WG1 workshop – analysis & conclusions

• Likely to see clashes between teachers, SLA and NLP researchers


